Abstract. An integral inequality of Ostrowski type and its applications for special means and error evaluation in Simpson's quadrature rule are given.
Introduction
The following integral inequality which establishes a connection between the integral of the product and the product of the integrals is well known in literature as Grüss' inequality [2, p. 296]. In 1938, Ostrowski (cf., for example [3, p. 468] ), proved the following inequality which gives an approximation of the integral 
then we have the following inequality:
They also applied this result for special means and in Numerical Integration obtaining some quadrature formulae generalizing the mid-point quadrature rule and the trapezoid rule. Note that the error bounds they obtained are in terms of the first derivative which are particularly useful in the case when f does not exists or is very large at some points in [a, b] .
In this paper, we give a generalization of the above inequality which contains in a particular case the classical Simpson formula. Application for special means and in Numerical Integration are also given.
An Integral Inequality of Grüss Type
For any real numbers a < b, let us consider the function
It is clear that p x has the following properties.
(a) It has the jump
and dp x (t) dt
Then the difference M x − m x can be evaluated as follows :
2. For B − A > 0, the following three cases are possible
The following inequality of Ostrowski type holds. 
where γ, Γ are given real numbers. Then we have the inequality:
where Proof. Using Grüss' inequality (1.1) we can state that
Integrating first term, by parts, we obtain:
Also, as
then (2.3) gives the inequality:
which is clearly equivalent with the desired result (2.2). The following corollary is interesting:
If f is as above, then we have the inequality
By property (b) we have
Applying Theorem 2.1 for x = a+b 2 , we get easily (2.4).
Remark 2.2.
If we choose in the above corollary
which is a combination between mid-point and trapezoid formula. 
If we choose in (2.4) , B = A, then we get the mid-point inequality
for which we have an estimation in terms of the first derivative not as in the classical case in which the forth derivative is required, i.e., For example, to get the similar evaluation of the error for the Newton-Cotes rule of order 3, it is sufficient to replace the function p x (t) in (2.3) by the function:
Application For Special Means
Let us recall some important means of positive real numbers. 
